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Abstract

Service provider applications, for example in the form of Software-as-a-Service are different from traditional enterprise software systems because they need to enable serving multiple customers at a time with a shared infrastructure. While the property of multi-tenancy refers to the isolation of different customers on a shared system, multi-customer support enables a service provider to add value by taking advantage of different customers being (virtually) collocated in the same application. This can be used for efficiency purposes, which is important e.g. to render services based on data or infrastructure of multiple accounts, or analyze operations data from different accounts to gain common insights. This is quite common, e.g., in the case of service management systems such as help desk ticketing in which service provider employees work on problem tickets of different client companies but these tenants are isolated from each other. Alternatively, this also enables a service provider to share curated data that customers can pair with their own sources to gain insights, a typical big data application. This presentation will discuss issues of managing access in this scenario of multi-tenancy with controlled sharing of data and presents an approach to address this problem.
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Abstract

The user expectations for e-commerce search are quite different from that of conventional web search. Product descriptions are concise as compared to traditional web documents. The expectation of users is to find the right products, do product comparisons and more importantly make purchases. Several research challenges appear in this context. Some of them are because of the fact that seller and buyer vocabularies differ considerably. Several others arise because of the volatility of the inventory and the long and sparse tail of query and user intent distributions. In this talk, we describe approaches adopted to address various challenges in the areas of query segmentation, concept extraction from queries, query suggestions as well as improving recall and ranking for low and zero recall queries. The talk will also describe best practices in cleaning, handling, processing and using big data for search applications.
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Abstract

Oracle Real Application Security (RAS) is a database authorization framework that enables application architects to define, provision, and enforce application-level security policies at the database layer. It introduces three core features: (1) application end-users and their sessions within the database kernel, (2) application-level security policy constructs such as application-defined privileges and application roles, which can be provisioned in external identity stores, and (3) efficient fine grained access control on data using SQL transformation techniques. Oracle RAS is targeted to simplify application development with a declarative security policy model as well as to provide stronger data security as it is enforced regardless of database entry points: direct, middleware, or 2-tier tools such as patching and analytics. In this talk, we present the primary features of Oracle RAS and its architecture.
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